DISCOVER

THE SCOPE, VARIETY, AND SHEER
EYECATCHING STYLE OF

TWEED YARN KNITTING

• Hats, shawls, sweaters, vests, gloves, scarves,
dresses, skirts, and more—for women, men,
and children.

knitting

• Over 50 designs with full-color photographs
and step-by-step instructions.

TWEED YARN

L

andlust magazine (literally “Lust for the
Land”) is a German bimonthly gardening, home, and
women’s periodical published
in Münster that aims to embody
the spirit of the countryside. It
is one of the bestselling magazines in the country, famed
for its combination of modern
style and quality handcrafting.
Through atmospheric photography, informative
feature material, and detailed instructions, the
goal of Landlust is to help its readers enjoy their
free time and to inspire them to try new activities, expanding their horizons.

• Dozens of delightful accessories for you and
your home: handbags and totes, cushions and
pillows—even colorful bicycle seat covers!
• Tips and tricks that promise success for all
knitting skill levels.

For a complete catalog of craft books,
contact:
TRAFALGAR SQUARE BOOKS
Box 257, Howe Hill Road
North Pomfret, Vermont 05053
800.423.4525
www.trafalgarbooks.com

TWEED YARN H

knitting

OVER 50 SUMPTUOUS WOOLEN PROJECTS

landlust magazine

igh-quality wool, contemporary color selection, the traditional
spun look: tweed yarn has it
all! A joy to wear and a pleasure to knit with, it adds texture
and dimension to any project.

For years, the handcraft specialists on the editorial team of
the acclaimed Landlust magazine have been working with
tweed yarn. It is a classic favorite for its understated natural variegation and ability to spice
up any solid piece, blending beautifully in colorwork. Landlust designs are beloved for their
undeniable artistry and rustic charm, and now
their very best, most popular patterns have
been brought together to form this sumptuous
collection of over 50 knitting projects.

landlust magazine

Explore a broad selection of hats, scarves, and
cuffs, from striped toques to outrageously cute
wrist warmers, slouchy cabled hats to cozy insoles. Wrap yourself up in striking sweaters,
flattering vests, and draping pullovers. Indulge
your sense of style at home or on the go, with
pillows, seat pads, totes, and cushions—and so
much more.
Dive into Landlust’s terrific selection of knitting favorites, and discover the delightful possibilities when tweed yarn is tapped.
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MATERIALS
Yarn:
CYCA #4 (worsted/afghan/
aran), Landlust Tweed or
equivalent (87 yd/80 m /
50 g)

46 Little Companion
PATTERN

Yarn Amounts:
#4715 Dark Green, 100 g
#4898 Petrol Blue, 50 g
#4885 Yellow Green, 50 g

GAUGE
17 sts and 15 rows in St st = 4 x 4 in /
10 x 10 cm

Knitting Needles:
U.S. size 8 / 5 mm
Notions:
Tapestry needle, approx. 32
in / 80 cm brown cotton
cording, small pieces of
orange and olive green wool
felt, small orange button,
small amounts of yarn in
various colors for embroidery

PATTERN STITCHES
Bag
Stockinette stitch (St st): Knit RS rows,
purl WS rows.
Strap
Ribbing (over an odd number of sts):
K1, p1 to last st, k1.

10 rows
10 rows

INSTRUCTIONS
For the bag, with Yellow Green, CO 44
sts. Work in St st for 40 rows. Change
to Dark Green and work 150 rows in St
st. BO.

Fold 2
Drawstring

Seam

Finished Measurements:
Finished size varies depending on gauge and felting
Fold 3
150 rows Dark Green
(after felting, approx.
22½ in / 57 cm)

Sew inside flap here

Fold 4

220 rows Petrol Blue
(after felting, approx.
19¾ in / 50 cm)

Fold 1
Strap

40 rows Yellow Green
(after felting, approx.
5 in / 13 cm)

Inside flap

Bag
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For the strap, with Petrol Blue, CO 9
sts. Work in St st for 55 rows. Then
work in ribbing for 110 rows, then work
another 55 rows in St st. BO.
Following the diagram and using photo
as a guide, for the flap lining, fold the
bottom of the piece (the Yellow Green
section) up at Line 1 with RS together
and sew the side seams. Turn right side
out and sew in place at Line 4.
For the drawstring pocket, fold the top
of the piece down at Line 2 with RS
together and sew in place, leaving the
sides open.
For the bag body, fold the piece at Line
3 with RS facing. Overlap the ends of
the straps with the sides of the bag and
sew to the bag, letting the edges of the
strap roll slightly. The strap ends
become the sides of the bag.

FINISHING
For the flower, cut stems and leaves from
the olive green felt and the blossom from
the orange felt. Use the embroidery yarn
to sew the pieces onto the front of the
bag, using the diagram and photo as a
guide.
Beginning and ending at the center (as
shown on the diagram), run the cord
through the drawstring pocket, leaving
approx. ½ in / 1 cm between the
beginning and ending.
Cut 4 triangles from the olive green felt
and sew 2 to each end of the cord to
secure and cover the ends.

Felt the pieces using hot water and the
normal cycle in the washing machine.
(With the water temperature at approx.
90°F / 30°C, the bag will felt only
slightly. Use a higher temperature for a
smaller, stronger bag.) Allow to dry
thoroughly.
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